Host CO_O`Dunn says:
Captain's log, Stardate 10305.17. After dealing with the Lord of Darkness, nothing sounds more refreshing than a double-dip cone. We're going to Baskin-Robbins for a round on Rofax's paycheck. Engineering has been instructed to deactivate our long-range comm system for the duration.
XO_Rofax says:
All: Fudge......
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::coughs, then giggles:: ALL: Take two....
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
Captain's log, Stardate 10305.17. We are enroute to the Nanadogma system to survey a complex singularity field. The space in this region is unstable, so we're approaching with due caution...
Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Second Star to the Right>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin mission>>>>>>>>>>
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sits at OPS fiddling with the buttons on her console::
CIV_Brock says:
::Is sitting at a station, waiting for the ship to get there.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: ETA?
XO_Rofax says:
::steps onto the bridge, fresh coffee in hand::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: in sickbay spinning hypo round finger like a gun in westerns::
TO_Edwards says:
:: is maintaining a watchful eye on the TAC screen::
CSO_Toms says:
::at SCI 1 preping all science systems, running diagnostics... and generally making it look like hes doing stuff ::
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  Ten minutes ma'am.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::checking scans of the system ...::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Ma'am?
XO_Rofax says:
Self: Oh boy.....  ::crosses to his chair::
CIV_Brock says:
::Has a sudden urge to say: Are we there yet?::
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  Ummm... ETA is ten minutes, Captain.
CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: i'm off to the bridge...
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Scans are clear, Sir.  I'm not reading anything unusual.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Ah, good.
FCO_Toko says:
::feels as if the shadow of death has just passed close by::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::smiles:: OPS: Except a nearly unnatural concentration of black holes, you mean?
XO_Rofax says:
~~~ FCO: Please, oh please, do not, "ma'am" her.... ~~~
CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr Nick> CMO: have fun

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::grins:: CO:  Yes, Sir.  ::chuckles as she turns back to her console::
TO_Edwards says:
CO:  Nothing on TAC sensors Captain. :: continues scanning::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: exits sickbay and walks to a TL::   TL: bridge
CIV_Brock says:
::Spins around in the chair once.::
CSO_Toms says:
CO: Science systems are near peek efficencey Captain. We're as ready as we'll get.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::nods absently at the TO::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
CSO: Start your scans as soon as it's feasible.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I have Yellow Alert on stand-by as ordered.
CSO_Toms says:
::nods at the female CO: CO: Sir.
Host Cat says:
Action: The CIV's chair screeches and falls over. It is broken.
XO_Rofax says:
::notices the Engineering console looks rather deserted and makes for it::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Initiate at the specified range.
CIV_Brock says:
::Lands on the floor.:: Self: Great....
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::is so accustomed to damaged chairs she doesn't even glance at the breaking chair::
XO_Rofax says:
Self: So, that's where my chair ended up.....  ::snickers quietly::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: waits for the doors to open and heads out onto the bridge::
CIV_Brock says:
::Stands up and steals the chair from the next console over::
Host Cat says:
Action: The CO's chair pinches her posterior.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: notices the XO chair looks rather deserted and makes for it::
CSO_Toms says:
::instructs SCI teams to begin all scanning across the spectrum::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::slaps the chair for its lechery::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: stops short of the chair and looks for another one::
FCO_Toko says:
::adjusts course to avoid some turbulence but doesn't quite succeed::
Host Cat says:
Action: The ship rocks slightly.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: doesn't fall over::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
FCO:  Let me know when we get with 100,000km of a singularity, please.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::hears some heavy guitar for a moment::
FCO_Toko says:
OPS:  Will do.
CSO_Toms says:
::is very glad he is standing... all those damn chairs breaking and other stuff::
TO_Edwards says:
:: grips the console::
XO_Rofax says:
::logs onto the ENG console and brings up the Master System Display info::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
FCO:  Thanks.
CSO_Toms says:
::sneezes::
CMO_Shiar says:
XO: did we have that med console installed yet sir?
Host Cat says:
Action: The first singularity appears on sensors.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: looks around but can't find it?::
CIV_Brock says:
::Brings up a display of all Scienfic functions that are going to be done on this mission.::
TO_Edwards says:
:: recovers from the jolt and with a free hand he runs a diagnostic on the forward shield array::
FCO_Toko says:
OPS: We are now within the specified range of a singularity.
CSO_Toms says:
::rubs nose.... notices the first singularity::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Initiating yellow alert ::does so::
XO_Rofax says:
CMO: It should have been part of the refit.  I am re-learing things myself at the moment...  ::grins::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::resists the urge to man the science station herself::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::nods at Pettigrove::
Host Cat says:
Action: The CSO has a cold.
TO_Edwards says:
:: powers up the shields::
CSO_Toms says:
::rubs nose again.... damn cold.... next thing he'll get a damn headache of all things....::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: smiles and sits at what looks like the med console::
CIV_Brock says:
::Starts pressing random buttons, out of boredom.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::sisks innocently in her chair::
CSO_Toms says:
::trys to shake off the feeling thats creeping over him about this mission::
Host Cat says:
Action: The ship's life support is shut off.
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Captain, Engineering reports all systems funtioning..... wait a second....
CIV_Brock says:
Self:What does this button do? ::Does not push it.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::stands up very suddenly, not looking very happy::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::suddenly feels light-headed:: ALL:  What happened to the air?
CIV_Brock says:
::Coughs.::
XO_Rofax says:
CO: We've lost life support.... attempting to re-initiate....  ::punches away at the console::
CIV_Brock says:
All: Don't breath and we'll all be fine.
Host Cat says:
Action: The shields fail as well.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: How?
CSO_Toms says:
::looks around at the room.... doesnt like not having a life support system::
CIV_Brock says:
Self: Great those guys fudged the repairs.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir ... ::gulps:: We just lost shields ...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: All stop!
CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: how?
XO_Rofax says:
::looks to Brock and then to the CO:: CO: Unsure Captain.... but I am continuing my efforts.....
TO_Edwards says:
:: tries to raise the shields again but to no avail::
FCO_Toko says:
::slowly brings the ship to a full stop::
CSO_Toms says:
::starts looking at recent data....to see if there is an external cause::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  Unknown.  ::starts going through power systems trying to get power to the shields::
CMO_Shiar says:
XO: is life support back on yet sir?
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Activate emergency life support.
CIV_Brock says:
::Smacks the console.:: Console: You piece of garbage..
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  We are at full stop Captain.
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Captain... I have it....  ::locks out the CIV's console::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Good. maintain station with thrusters.
CIV_Brock says:
All: Unnn, oops...
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Emergency life support already activated, Sir.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: Commander?
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::nods at OPS::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
TO:  I've re-routed what I can for shields ... try them now.
Host Cat2 says:
Action: A small light flickers to life in Main Engineering.
XO_Rofax says:
CO: It would appear Ens Brock likes to push buttons for no particular reason....  ::frowns::
FCO_Toko says:
::engages thrusters thinking of the massive energy they use up::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::turns very slowly to look at Brock:: XO: Really.
CMO_Shiar says:
XO: i could give him something for that...
CMO_Shiar says:
XO: a sedative
CIV_Brock says:
::Looks away from the CO.::
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Yes, Captain....  ::taps a few buttons::  Re-initializing all master systems...
TO_Edwards says:
:: begins to try to reroute what power he can::
TO_Edwards says:
:: back to the shields::
Host Cat says:
Action: The light bounces around the room behind the engineers.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::speaks very slowly and very low:: XO: Have him confined to his quarters. Post a security officer at his door, and remove all of his computer access.
CIV_Brock says:
::Sighs.::
CSO_Toms says:
::shakes head at the CIV.. thinks he should have been court martialed and sentenced to life in hard labour for teh last time he started pushing buttons...::
CIV_Brock says:
::He knows the drill.::
FCO_Toko says:
<Engineer>:  watches the light::
CIV_Brock says:
::Heads for his quarters.::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::tries to get Life support working again::
Host Cat says:
Action: The proximaty alarm goes off.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: shakes head:: CIV: for shame
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Aye Captain.  ::turns to the TO on duty::   TO_Edwards: Please have a team escort Ens Brock to his quarters and hold him there.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
TO: Get those shields up!
Host Cat says:
Action: The ship is getting rather close to a singularity.
CSO_Toms says:
::snaps attn back to his console and the data.... trying to find out what is going on..::
CIV_Brock says:
TO: Don't bother, I know my way.
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  Adjusting course!
CIV_Brock says:
::Enters the TL.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: I told you to maintain station!
FCO_Toko says:
::uses the thrusters to maneuver out of the way::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir, we're getting dangerously close to a singularity ... with no shields ... ::doesn't bother to finish::
Host Cat says:
Action: The ship is being pulled by the gravitational field.........
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Captain.... we are approaching a singularity.... we appear to be caught in the wake.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Get us out of here, now.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light flickers into the warp core.
TO_Edwards says:
CO: Sir, the shields are not functioning.  Rerouting. :: continues grabing power from where ever he can without compromising Life Support::
FCO_Toko says:
OPS:  More power to thrusters!
CIV_Brock says:
::Gets off the TL and rounds the usual corner to his quarters.::
XO_Rofax says:
::boosts power to the warp core::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::diverts power:: FCO:  You got it!
FCO_Toko says:
::continues to try and pull the ship away from the field::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Full impulse. Move it!
Host Cat says:
Action: The ship shudders as it begins to pull back.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::diverts energy to the impulse drive::
FCO_Toko says:
CO:   Impulse?  Now?
CIV_Brock says:
::Enters his quarters and trips over something in the doorway.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Yes, now.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::feels the ship begin to shake::
FCO_Toko says:
::plots a course away from any more disturbances::
Host Cat says:
Action: The engines suddenly roar to life at 10x the normal top impulse power and the ships gains safety.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: BEFORE we're pulled into the singularity, if that's all right with you?
XO_Rofax says:
::double checks the EPS and power production::  CO: Captain, we appear to be holding up well.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: I wish I could say the same for some of the crew.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I think we're clear ... ::continues to monitor power flows::
Host Cat says:
Action: The CIV tripped over a pile of dirty underwear.
CSO_Toms says:
::looks at the spike in the ships power readings.... wonders where that came from::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::glares at the FCO:: FCO: Why didn't you maintain distance as ordered?
CMO_Shiar says:
ALL: anyone injured? anyone got a cut or any other need for medical attention?
CSO_Toms says:
::sneezes again::
Host Cat says:
Action: The light flickers blue and flies out of the warp core.
CIV_Brock says:
::Looks back.:: Underwear: What are you guys doing there?
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Agreed.... ::monitors the impulse engine output::  Captain.... this may be something....
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: What now?
TO_Edwards says:
:: rather relieved:: CO: Captain, Shields restored and functioning.  :: wipes his brow::
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  As far as my control panel was aware, we were at a full stop Captain.
Host Cat says:
Action: Life support does back on.
XO_Rofax says:
CO: The engines efficiency was reported at ten-fold normal
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::frowns at the helm on general principles:: XO: Did they take the Pendragon out of the docks too soon?
CSO_Toms says:
::notices the power level drop back to normal again.... shakes head::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Life support is back on-line ....
CIV_Brock says:
::Picks up the underwear and throws it into the hamper.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Good.
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Actually, she appears to be working above standard parameters.... well above...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Take us to 5 million km from this singularity field.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: walks over to CSO and makes a quick scan::
CSO_Toms says:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO:Can I help??
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: Sounds like a sensor glitch to me.
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  Yes Captain.  ::plots a course through the area at impulse speeds::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir should I run diagnostics of the sensor arrays?
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Yes, please.
CIV_Brock says:
::Moves over to the replicator.:: Replicator: I want some... ::Thinks.::
XO_Rofax says:
CO: Perhaps Captain, but the ship feels very solid at the moment.  Permission to head to Engineering for a closer look?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::runs a Level 1 diagnostic of the sensor system::
CMO_Shiar says:
CSO: hmm, i'm going to give you this to stop that sneezing  :: administers hypo::
Host Cat says:
Action: Donuts begin to pour out of the CIV's replicator.
TO_Edwards says:
:: pulls the sensor record and sees that the Pendragon was dangerously close to one of the black holes::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
XO: Granted.
CSO_Toms says:
::Sneezes again::
CIV_Brock says:
Replicator: That's good.
XO_Rofax says:
::nods and makes for the lift::  CO: Thank you Captain.
CIV_Brock says:
::Picks some up and starts eating them.::
Host Cat says:
Action: The light turns white again and floats out of Engineering.
CSO_Toms says:
::wiping nose:: CMO: Thanks doc... :: sneezes again::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::waits for the results of the diagnostic::
FCO_Toko says:
::slowly turns the ship around and heads away from the singularity::
Host Cat says:
Action: The CSO is NOT feeling very well.
TO_Edwards says:
:: begins another diagnostic to try and figure out what had happend to the shields and why they went down::
CMO_Shiar says:
CSO: that should have stopped the sneezing.. oh well, give it time.
CSO_Toms says:
::there goes that damn headache.... damn it all..::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes more scans::
XO_Rofax says:
::arrives in Engineeing and begins inspecting the Master Systems Display for confirmation of power output for the past ten minutes::
CIV_Brock says:
*Engineering*: This is Brock, I have a small round problem with my replicator...
Host Cat says:
Action: The little light floats into the lounge.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks at the result and frowns::
CSO_Toms says:
::starts to feel sick... cos he cant speel neasues or whatever it is::
Host Cat says:
Action: Donuts are filling the CIV's room.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir, as far as I can tell Sensors are operating normally ... no glitches ... this is something else ...
CIV_Brock says:
*Engineering*: Now would be nice...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Well, find out WHAT else.
CMO_Shiar says:
CSO: according to my scans you have venetian flu. i know just the cure for that...
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::runs an internal sensor scan for anything out of the ordinary::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: walks to the nearest replicator::  COMP: chicken soup please
CIV_Brock says:
Self: I certainly can't eat my way to freedom...
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I'm trying, Sir ...
CSO_Toms says:
::collapses::
Host Cat says:
Action: the little light flickers around the room. One crewman notices it but figures its an alcohol induced illusion.
XO_Rofax says:
*CIV* This is Cmdr Rofax... you're replicator was taken off-line....
Host Cat says:
Action: Donuts continue to fill the room.
CIV_Brock says:
*XO*: Funny, It seems online to me!
CMO_Shiar says:
:: turns and sees the CSO on the floor::  SELF: well that changes things
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::begins checking computer records for anything out of the ordinary::
XO_Rofax says:
*CIV* That'll be enough Ensgin.... Rofax out...  ::cuts the comm::
CIV_Brock says:
Self: Crud.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: walks up to CSO with med kit and looks for the right hypo::
Host Cat says:
Action: The little light flies across Mikal's piano keys........it makes a really pretty sound.
CSO_Toms says:
::lying on floor.... has shivers, and is foaming at the mouth::
CIV_Brock says:
Self: Note to self: Kill the designers and the engineers who made this thing.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::notes there's nothing on internal sensors ... keeps checking::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes out a hypo and administers it::
Host Cat says:
Action: The CSO is in a coma.
CMO_Shiar says:
COMP: medical emerngancy, 2 to beam to sickbay
TO_Edwards says:
:: is begining to get frustrated because he cant find out what happend::
CIV_Brock says:
Self: I'm about to be killed by an avalanche of donuts...
CIV_Brock says:
::Starts to charge the door.::
Host Cat says:
Action: The donuts have reached neck level.
Host Cat says:
Action: the light begins to hover around the crewman.
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  We are 5 million km from the field.  What now Captain?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I'm not picking anything up on internal sensors ... I'm going to try digging deeper into individual systems but I will find the cause ...
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Captain, the MSD confirms a power boast to the impulse engines at 110% that apparently coincided with our course correction away from the singularity.  No other information can be confirmed thus far Captain.  I will continue to investigate.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Make sure we STAY that far away.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Keep me updated.
CIV_Brock says:
~~~Anyone who can hear: A little help! My cabin is filling with donuts!!!~~~
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  New heading or stop, Captain?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::nods:: *XO*:  Sir, that correlates with what I'm reading here ... Any idea on a cause?
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
*XO*: Has the efficiency returned to normal?
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Whatever it takes to maintain distance.
CSO_Toms says:
::in his coma... now the CMO has things to fix::
XO_Rofax says:
~~~ CIV: Brock, for the love of the Prophets!  You're claustrophobic.... I get it... calm down. ~~~
Host Cat says:
Action: The crewman waves the light away. It tinkles and buzzes angrily and flies out of the room.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: is waiting on possibly the slowest comp in starfleet::
XO_Rofax says:
*OPS* Unsure, but I will continue down here.
Host Cat says:
Action: They are beamed to sickbay.
CIV_Brock says:
~~~XO: Wormhole Aliens? What does that have to do with anything? Just release the lock on my door!~~~
CMO_Shiar says:
:: realy hates comas cause all you can do is wait::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
*XO*:  Acknowledged.
FCO_Toko says:
::sets a course to keep them on the perimeter of the field::
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Correct Captain. No further abnormal reading reported.  All systems operating within parameters.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
*XO*: Have them run a low-level examination on the performance logs and figure it out.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light wanders into sickbay.....still un-noticed.
XO_Rofax says:
*TO* Mr. Edwards.  Please have your Security Team check on Ens Brock... he appears to be panicking......
CMO_Shiar says:
:: puts CSO onto a biobed and has it start taking readings::   DR. Nick: watch him and tell me if there is any change
CIV_Brock says:
Self: Death smells, awfully sweet...
CSO_Toms says:
::smiles in his coma.... something nice fealing has come near him::
Host Cat says:
Action: The donuts close over Brock's head.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: doesn't notice the light::
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Aye Captain...  ::points to three crewmen and orders them to begin the examination per the CO's orders::
TO_Edwards says:
*XO*:  Aye Commander
XO_Rofax says:
*TO* Thank you.  Rofax out.
CIV_Brock says:
Self: This is going to be one of the funniest deaths in history...
CIV_Brock says:
Self:... and saddest...
CIV_Brock says:
::Gets into a good scared pose, so that when he is found it will be more dramatic.::
TO_Edwards says:
*TO's*: Ensign Davis and Roberts:  Check on Ens. Brock
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::has the SO on duty begin whatever scans they could manage from this distance::
Host Cat says:
Action: The light hovers over the CSO for a moment. Sparkles fall down upon his face.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light turns pink and flies up to the ceiling where it hovers.
TO_Edwards says:
<TO Davis & TO Roberts> *TO_Edwards*:  Aye Sir  :: they begin moving down the hall towards Ens Brock's Room::
FCO_Toko says:
::maintains course completely oblivious to anything odd going on::
CSO_Toms says:
::the foaming stops, but the coma doesnt end::
CIV_Brock says:
::Starts to say something, but A donut rolls into his mouth.::
CIV_Brock says:
::Eats it.::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: now notices the light:: Light: what are you doing?
Host Cat says:
Action: The CSO wakes up. Foam free, coma free.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: notices the CSO wake up::   Light: you want a job?
CSO_Toms says:
::blinks.... looks around... smiles at the light then just lies there::
CIV_Brock says:
::Waits for help.::
TO_Edwards says:
<TO Davis & TO Roberts>::  as the approach the door they nothing coming from the room, so they open the door::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
*XO*: Any new findings on the impulse engines? I'm not about to head back into that field until we know what that was.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light twinkles out leaving the CMo feeling like an idiot.
CMO_Shiar says:
CSO: how are you feeling?
CSO_Toms says:
::looks at the CMO, and just smiles::
Host Cat says:
Action: the CIV needs to use the little crewman's room.
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Nothing Captain.  It appears to have been... a fluke.... all systems reporting normal for the prior 15 minutes.
CMO_Shiar says:
CSO: well?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::concentrates on her job .. gets as many scans of the singularities from this distance as she can::
Host Cat says:
Action: The donuts have reached the ceiling.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
*XO*: The timing of that "fluke" was a little uncomfortable. I want to know it isn't going to happen again....at the worst possible time.
CSO_Toms says:
CMO: Im tired... real tired... but I had a wonderful dream... :: goes back to just smiling::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Plot a course circumnavigating the field. Our sensors will get a better view that way.
CMO_Shiar says:
*XO*: there was some sort of light in sickbay. it came in, woke the CSO up then left.
CIV_Brock says:
Self: Are we dead yet?
TO_Edwards says:
<TO Davis & TO Roberts>:: as they open the door a wave of donuts come forth swallowing them in the opening::
CIV_Brock says:
::Rolls out on top of them.::
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Understood Captain.  ::begins asking the ENG Staff if they have run across anything odd.... well, odder than normal Pen-odd, that is::
FCO_Toko says:
::does as ordered::  CO:  Course laid in.  Optimal speed Captain?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Captain, I'm getting unusual readings from the largest of the black holes ... but I can't get a fix until we get closer ...
XO_Rofax says:
*CMO* Say again Doctor?
CIV_Brock says:
TOs: Thanks. ::Runs for the bathroom::
CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: i need a cup of coffee, a cup of tea and a doghnut stat!  and get yourself something
Host Cat says:
Action: The little light appears on the bridge ceiling.......and just hovers un-noticed for now.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
FCO: Whatever the scanning crew finds most effective. ::glances in OPS' direction::
FCO_Toko says:
::doesn't look up::
CIV_Brock says:
::Relieves himself and heads for the bridge.::
CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> CMO: wil do  :: runs off to the task::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Unusual how?
CMO_Shiar says:
*XO*: there was a light in sickbay that woke our CSO then left sir
CIV_Brock says:
::He also has several grape jelly stains on his uni.::
FCO_Toko says:
::confers with science on the optimal speed for their scans::
CIV_Brock says:
::Enters a TL.:: TL: Bridge
Host Cat says:
Action: the light briefly appears next to the FCO's cheek, lightly brushing it.
TO_Edwards says:
<TO_Roberts>:  CIV:  What have you done?? :: he grabs TO Davis and togather they both bring him down the hall::  *TO_Edwards*:  Sir, Ens Brock has flooded his quarters with donuts.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Can't tell from this distance, Sir.  We need to be closer to get clearer readings.  All I can tell you is that this is not registering as a normal black hole ...
FCO_Toko says:
::slaps his face is if swatting a fly::
FCO_Toko says:
Self:  Ouch.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::starts drumming her fingers impatiently, wanting a clean bill of health for the impulse drives::
CIV_Brock says:
::Exits at the bridge, covered in icing powder and jelly.::
CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> ::: returns and hands the food and drink over to Shiar::
Host Cat says:
Action: The FCO's cheek get's pinched sharply.
CIV_Brock says:
::Stands in the arch, with a stare at the XO::
CSO_Toms says:
::slips into a peaceful sleep.. bone tired from whatever it was that he had, and whatever it was that healed him::
CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: thanks   :: gives the CSO the coffee, takes a sip from the tea and has a bite of the doghnut::
XO_Rofax says:
*CMO* A benevolent light just "woke up" the CSO and then left?  Where to Doctor?
CMO_Shiar says:
*XO*: i'm not sure sir
TO_Edwards says:
:: hears the sec report:: CO:  Captain, with your premission I would like my SEC team to place Ens Brock in a secured area.  He seems to have used a replicator and flooded his quarters with something called donuts.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light twinkles in the permineter of the OPS officers vision and then disappears.
CIV_Brock says:
::Clears his throught.::
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sees something out of the corner of her eye:: All: What was that?
CMO_Shiar says:
:: leaves the coffee on the side::
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Captain, possible security breach.  Unknown entity, possible energy-based being.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
TO: Granted, and make sure all his access is removed this time.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::quickly turns to the direction she saw the light::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
*XO*: That might explain things. TO: You heard the commander, find this thing.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light brushes Kerina's jaw.
Host Cat says:
Action: The light turns blue.
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::doesn't do anything about the light since nobody's noticed it yet::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::including her, obviously::
FCO_Toko says:
::is studiously watching his console::
XO_Rofax says:
::scans for any un-expected energy beings and residual effects left behind in sickbay::
TO_Edwards says:
CO:  Aye sir, *TO's Davis & Roberst*:  Escort Ens Brock to the brig and strip him of his access codes.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir, I just saw something ... a light or something out of the corner of my eye ... ::sees it brush the CO's jaw:: CO:  And that was it!
CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: i'm headed back to the bridge  :: heads out of sickbay and back into the TL ::
CIV_Brock says:
::Re-enter the TL.::
CIV_Brock says:
TL: Umm, whereever the Brig is...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: What was what?
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I don't know, Sir.  I only caught a glimpse but it looked like a light ...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
OPS: Here? What do the internal sensors say?
CSO_Toms says:
::dreams of a beautiful light... a strange pink colour that radiated happiness and comfort.... warmth and peace::
TO_Edwards says:
<TO Davis & TO Roberts>*TO*:  Aye sir
CMO_Shiar says:
TL: bridge
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Internal scans haven't picked up anything!  I'll run another scan ...
Host Cat says:
Action: The light flies back to the FCO and pulls her hair.
FCO_Toko says:
Self but loudly:  Ouch!
XO_Rofax says:
*CO* Captain.... the Doctor reported "seeing" a light in sickbay which apparently revived the CSO.  No residual traces detected.
CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes another sip of the tea and another bite of the doghnut then steps onto the bridge::
FCO_Toko says:
CO:  Something pulled my hair Captain.  I distinctly felt it.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir, I think we just found it ...
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
Light: Hey, leave my helmsman alone.
CIV_Brock says:
::Gets off the TL.::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::grabs a tricorder from the science station and starts scanning the impish light::
CIV_Brock says:
::Sees the TO's down the corridor.::
Host Cat says:
Action: The light bites the CO's nose lightly.
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::pulls out her own tricorder and scans the light::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::rubs her noce, even though she'd had that removed as a child::
Host Cat says:
Action: A tinkling noise is heard.
TO_Edwards says:
<TO Davis & TO Roberts>:: leads Ens Brock to the Brig::
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::still scanning::
CSO_Toms says:
::lies on the biobed in sickbay.... sleeping peacefully and happily...::
CMO_Shiar says:
SELF: so i'm not mad
OPS_Pettigrove says:
::scanning as well::
TO_Edwards says:
:: begins to nervously twitch his hand near his phaser::
Host Cat says:
Action: The tricorder sees only Kerina's nose.
XO_Rofax says:
::taps away at the MSD trying to figure out what everyone thinks they are seeing::
CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes another sip of the tea and another bite of the doghnut::
CIV_Brock says:
TO's: Hey!
Host CO_O`Dunn says:
::shuts off the tricorder in disgust:: SELF: Great. Something ELSE that doesn't show up on sensors.
CIV_Brock says:
TO's: What are you guys doing!?
Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

